Institution Name

**Researcher’s name and credentials, Title/Expertise**
A brief sentence the role this person will play in the collaborative

---

**First Collaborative Institution Name Here**

**Michael Doe, M.D., Ph.D.**, Complex Systems Scientist (Project Manager/PI)
A brief sentence explaining the role this person will play in the collaborative

**Jane Doe, Ph.D.**, Professor of Ecology
A brief sentence explaining role this person will play in the collaborative

**Angela Doe, Ph.D.**, Field Ecologist
A brief sentence explaining role this person will play in the collaborative

---

**Second Collaborative University Name Here**

**Michelle Doe, M.D., Ph.D.** Neuropathologist (Co-PI)
A brief sentence explaining role this person will play in the collaborative

**John Doe, Ph.D.**, Neurologist (Co-PI)
A brief sentence explaining role this person will play in the collaborative

**Jacob Doe, Ph.D.**, Mathematician
A brief sentence explaining role this person will play in the collaborative

---

**Third Collaborative Institution Name Here**

**Jeff Doe, Ph.D.**, Computer Scientist
A brief sentence explaining role this person will play in the collaborative

Etc.

The collaborative team also includes postdoctoral fellows, research therapists and research assistants at each site.